F or millennia, the notion of “wisdom” has been the purview of philosophers or religious scholars. Philosophers literally loved and sought wisdom; biblical scholars lionized King Solomon, wisest man of all.1 More recently, however, psychologists have begun to investigate the concept of wisdom empirically. Beginning in the mid-1970s and proceeding apace,2 social scientists have studied wisdom from a variety of perspectives, falling under two headings of implicit and explicit theories.3

IMPLICIT THEORIES OF WISDOM
At least three different approaches have been taken to the development of implicit theories of wisdom. One thread of research, probably the most common, uses a three-step factor-analysis approach: one sample of participants is asked to generate a list of traits or characteristics of wisdom generally or of a wise person. Another sample rates that list of traits on, for example, how typical each is of wisdom or of a wise person, and the resulting ratings are then factor analyzed to identify and articulate the underlying dimensions.4 Such studies generally converge on a small set of qualities, dimensions, or clusters that are seen to represent aspects of wisdom or the wise person.5 Almost all identify a strong cognitive component to wisdom—intelligence, reasoning ability, knowledge, experience, or problem solving. Over and above this intelligence, however, participants typically identify some sort of exceptional insight as a hallmark of wisdom. Most also identify a reflective component—introspection, intuition, ability to learn from mistakes, even temperament (with some of these qualities overlapping with the “exceptional insight” element). A fourth trait, which all these studies identify, is affective, dealing with interpersonal relations and a concern for others. Finally, at least two studies identify some real-world problem-solving ability—having good judgment, being able to apply it in real life, giving good advice.6 This last is closely connected to Aristotle’s concept of phronesis, discussed briefly below.

A second implicit-theory approach asks participants to nominate wise people, typically but not necessarily those known to the participant, and then studies traits of the nominee or asks the nominee to engage in some sort of wisdom-related activity so that wise features can be identified.7 A third, less common, approach experimentally manipulates aspects of wisdom or of wise people to tap participants’ intuitions. For instance, Francis Hira and Patricia Faulkender showed subjects videotapes of individuals speaking about wisdom-related life problems, varying the age and gender of the speaker but not the content of the presentation.8 Participants in that study rated older men and younger women as more wise, implicating, perhaps, cultural stereotypes about the wise person rather than a particular idea of wisdom itself (although the authors attributed their findings in part to nonverbal cues enacted by the speakers).

EXPLICIT THEORIES OF WISDOM
Two of the more prominent explicit psychological theories are the Berlin Wisdom Paradigm (BWP) and Sternberg’s Balance Theory.9 Both emphasize elements of historical discussions of wisdom, and both emphasize a conception of wisdom as roughly analogous to expert functioning in a domain. The former, growing out of a life-span-development approach that emphasizes successful aging, defines wisdom as “expert knowledge in the fundamental pragmatics of life that permits exceptional insight, judgment, and advice about complex and uncertain matters” and as “expertise in the conduct and meaning of life.”10 The BWP defines wisdom in terms of a broader construct rather than a personality characteristic.11 Wise individuals approximate the ideal of wisdom and serve as
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guideposts, and the role of psychological theory is to study how people can be described as wise. The BWP designers are more interested in the big-picture concept of wisdom as a “collectively anchored product”; others seem more interested in identifying, among other things, the individual differences associated with wisdom, wise people, wise decision processes, and wise outcomes. Of course, there seems no a priori reason not to study both. The second prominent explicit theory of wisdom is Sternberg’s Balance Theory, which involves a foundation of general knowledge or academic intelligence, on which is rested tacit knowledge or practical intelligence. First, wisdom inheres in the interaction between a person and his situation. Sternberg’s take on whether individuals can be wise is not clear from this point; on the one hand, he seems to focus on wisdom as process-focused. On the other hand, he often does refer to “wise people,” “people who acquire wisdom,” and individual differences in both variables predicting wisdom and affecting the balancing process. Second, an individual’s decision making is not wise or unwise (foolish) per se; rather, its “wisdom depends on the fit of a wise solution to its context.” Third, as a result, the same sort of balancing of decision-making processes may yield a wise solution in one context but not another. Accordingly, wisdom for Sternberg seems to inhere primarily in a decision’s fit to the situation, rather than in an individual as a personal characteristic (though this is not certain), in a decision-making process, or in an outcome per se. As noted below, this question of where to locate wisdom—as a trait, in a process, or in an outcome—is an important definitional issue but also an important one for developing further research.

PRACTICAL WISDOM (PHRONESIS)

In the discussion of judicial wisdom, phronesis or practical wisdom is important to note; three aspects are particularly relevant here. First, Aristotle saw phronesis as an executive decision maker, a “master virtue” that tied together and managed the others. But it is also more; it involves the skill to perceive a situation the right way in the first place, recognizing the need for action, and the skill to identify what features of a situation are most relevant and most deserving of further deliberation. Perhaps most important, though, Aristotle saw the deliberation process, as does Sternberg, as having the “good” as the ultimate objective; that is, phronesis involves deliberation or reflection about valuable goals.

Second, Anthony Kronman built on Aristotle’s notion of practical wisdom in his efforts to recapture what he saw as the lost ideal of a lawyer-statesman. Kronman saw practical judgment/practical wisdom/phronesis at the heart of this ideal; political and judicial skill depends on excellence in this character trait. He too emphasized balance and the importance of combining internal decision-making skills—reflective and perceptual elements. That is, practical wisdom was a skill or “capacity” for joining those elements together in the appropriate way. The wisdom of a decision cannot be measured solely by its final result but only—as with Sternberg—by whether there is balance between the circumstances of the case and the reasoning about those circumstances. A wise judge need not have particular personal qualities that lead him or her to be a wise judge; rather, he or she has certain dispositions that interact appropriately with the situation at hand and allow the judge to reason his or her way to the best outcome.

Kronman makes two final points about practical judgment. He states that people’s practical-judgment skill can be developed and believes that an ideal setting for developing the means necessary for developing the skill is law school. The critical thinking, understanding of particulars, sympathy, imagination, and detachment necessary for thoroughly developing phronesis rest comfortably on the Socratic Method so typical of legal education. Kronman, then, sets out two criteria by which the wisdom of outcomes or decisions can be measured. The first is the degree of suitability or fit. The second is the degree to which it “promote[s] political fraternity” by accommodating differing viewpoints and maintaining the coherence of a community with those different views.

Perhaps the most direct application of phronesis to the judicial context is recent neo-Aristotelian work by Lawrence Kronman, supra note 21, at 97; Carlos Silva Marques, Anthony Kronman on the Virtue of Practical Wisdom, 15 RATIO JURIS 328, 338-39 (2002).
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s happiness, quite simply, is phronesis; it is practical wisdom, as applied to the decisions a judge makes. 27 The virtuous judge possesses multiple judicial virtues—courage, impartiality, incorruptibility, intelligence, and others—but also possesses the ability to manage them. 28 The wise judge knows what goals to pursue and how to arrive at those goals. 29 According to Solum, phronesis is “the ability to respond appropriately to the particular situation,” to identify what is morally relevant about a particular situation, and to craft a just resolution. Indeed, for Solum, this synthesis or balancing becomes an exercise of Aristotelian equity: the “tailoring of the law to the demands of the particular situation.” 30

The review here details the philosophical and legal writing on practical wisdom, potentially or actually applied to the judicial context. However, very little work has been conducted to translate those theories into empirical testing. One of our goals here is to connect this line of legal and philosophical thinking to empirical work in psychology and lay the groundwork for a fuller program of research synthesizing it all. Thus, we turn briefly now to some of the existing empirical work on wisdom, recognizing a lack of empirical work on judicial wisdom.

PRIOR PSYCHOLOGICAL RESEARCH

First, as mentioned, researchers have studied laypeople’s implicit theories of wisdom. 31 These studies have elicited broad consensus as to the various components of wisdom—the five elements identified above—and consensus that wisdom involves some sort of integration, synthesis, or balance of those capacities. 32 There also seems to be broad agreement in implicit conceptions of wisdom that wise people are usually old, 33 but there is less agreement, perhaps surprisingly, that men are more typically wise than are women. 34

Second, more “top-down” work has focused on explicit theories, on conceptualizing and measuring the wisdom construct. One approach has focused on “general wisdom,” with the paradigmatic examples being the Berlin approach and Sternberg’s model. Another approach has focused more on “personal wisdom,” viewing it as a construct that reflects personal growth, life experience, dealing with life challenges, or ego and identity development. 35 Researchers taking the latter approach have sought to develop and validate self-report scales to measure their notion of the wisdom construct. On the one hand, there is often overlap in their theoretical constructs; on the other hand, to the extent personal wisdom involves a substantial amount of self-reflection, self-report may not be the best evaluative measure. Instead, promising efforts have been made to look at “performance-based” measures. 36 For judicial-wisdom purposes, general wisdom constructs seem more appropriate to pursue.

Third, researchers have studied the development of wisdom and wisdom-related knowledge over the life span, again distinguishing between general and personal wisdom. Much of this literature has looked to determining whether one type of wisdom might precede the other (apparently not; the development of personal and general wisdom seems to be a dynamic process where either can “take the lead”). Other literature has suggested a model that synthesizes personality correlates of both types of wisdom (creativity, fluid and crystallized intelligence, openness to experience, and others), experiential factors, and sociocultural factors, all of which combine to facilitate the development of wisdom. 37

Perhaps surprisingly, neither type of wisdom is directly correlated with age; simply growing older is not sufficient to grow wiser. 38 Older individuals produce higher wisdom-related performance in response to dilemmas typical of older age; younger individuals score higher on young-adult-type dilemmas. 39 Nor is general wisdom-related performance correlated with well-being, 40 but negative life events might conduce to increases in personal wisdom. 41

Fourth, of importance for judicial-wisdom issues,
There is an interesting but underexplored connection here with Kronman’s suggestion that the Socratic Method is useful for developing phronesis; perhaps even the imagined Socratic dialogue can help individuals exhibit increased wisdom. More specifically, wise decision making has been studied in the contexts of medicine, nursing, and politics, perhaps suggesting some difficulty in introspecting about and tapping into one’s own wisdom-related capabilities. Sternberg is more adamant that wisdom, or at least wisdom skills, can be taught: first, study classic works of literature and philosophy; second, encourage dialogical thinking (perceiving ideas from multiple points of view) and dialectical thinking (recognizing ideas evolve over time); third, encourage students to self-reflect and develop their own values; fourth, develop all these modes of thinking with an eye to the common good; fifth (again connected with earlier points), encourage a Socratic teaching style; and sixth, have teachers act as role models for wisdom. Sternberg and colleagues developed a curriculum for teaching wisdom in middle schools, laying out an approach and a series of evaluative measures; however, we have not seen published follow-up to these efforts.

Finally, this last point about the educability of wisdom has been extended in applied fields, with researchers exploring the relevance of these explicit theories of wisdom in education and in leadership contexts—management, business, etc. Indeed, Sternberg has developed a model of leadership that synthesizes creativity, intelligence, and his Balance Theory of wisdom. An appropriate balance will help leaders build on certain strengths and balance the leader’s own capabilities as well as the capabilities of those being led, all to achieve a common good in the relevant field. Other applications to leadership have emphasized situational factors, asking what situations conduce to wise leadership. Still others emphasize that a wise leader will know what situations call for what leadership style and act appropriately. More specifically, wise decision making has been studied in the contexts of medicine, nursing, business, clinical psychology, and politics, sometimes drawing explicitly on the models sketched above.

Strangely, perhaps, despite application in these settings, there is no published empirical work examining wisdom in the applied setting of judging—of judicial wisdom—despite the traditional image of the judge as an archetype of wisdom. The only empirical work we have found directly implicating judicial wisdom was an unpublished doctoral dissertation, in which the author administered an existing wisdom scale (Ardelt’s [2003] 3D-WS) to Missouri judges. She also noted potential implications for using this or other wisdom scales as a tool in (s)election of judges. The studies presented here aim to empirically establish scales of judicial wisdom drawing on the work done by previous philosophers and psychology researchers alike.

STUDY 1

Methods

The first study was done in two parts, following the most common approach in wisdom research. In the first part, judges were asked to generate characteristics of wise judges. Then, law students rated these characteristics on whether they accurately reflected judicial wisdom.

STUDY 1A

Participants

Forty federal magistrate judges (27 men and 13 women) completed questionnaires during a voluntary session at two judicial-education conferences in 2009. Twenty-three judges participated in Session 1 (first conference) and seventeen in Session 2 (second conference). Judges signed up for a session on “Judicial Decision-Making,” during which they completed a questionnaire and were debriefed. They then heard a general presentation regarding theoretical and empirical research into judicial decision making and engaged in discussion and a question-and-answer session with the presenters. Thirty-four participants self-identified as white, four self-identified as black, and two did not provide an ethnic identification.

49. Limas & Hansson, supra note 46.
52. Kathleen A. Miel Chadwick, A Study of the Measurement of Wisdom in the Missouri State Judiciary (July 2007) (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Capella University). The author also stated that she had found no studies examining the wisdom of legal professionals.
The exploratory factor, more interestingly, something over and above hypotheses (either derived from a priori, e.g., note 6, supra hypotheses about the structure of the data in Study 2. Among two or more judges, 130 discrete features of a “wise judge” and 142 of an “excellent” judge.

STUDY 1B

Participants

Participants were 286 incoming first-year law students.

Procedure

Participants were given packets of surveys including the 130 discrete features of a wise judge identified by the judges in Study 1A. Participants were asked to rate each one of the characteristics on a Likert scale (1, not at all, to 7, very), as to how accurately the feature captures judicial wisdom.

Results

The first goal was to establish a reliable scale of characteristics of a wise judge. To do this, independent raters grouped the 130 features judges listed in Study 1A by dividing them into 32 categories, with all raters coming to an agreement. The data-analytic strategy used in these analyses includes exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses. Briefly, both types of analyses test the similarity between groups of items.

Confirmatory factor analysis was then used to derive the most representative feature for each of the 32 categories. Using a confirmatory factor analysis tests whether the items in the group are related based on a predetermined factor structure. In the next set of analyses, we use the 32 representative characteristics to further classify the characteristics (32) into broader themes of judicial wisdom.

After conducting an exploratory factor analysis, 19 of the original 32 characteristics loaded onto four factors. This procedure reduces the 32 characteristics into categories of similar themes. During this procedure, only items that are highly related are retained (.4 factor loading). The exploratory factor analysis resulted in 19 characteristics of judicial wisdom having a loading of .4 or greater. The remaining items did not reach this threshold. Five of the items that could have been confusing to participants were dropped from analyses. With one such feature, for instance (“willingness to learn, to challenge and be challenged”), participants could have agreed with the former part of the statement but not with the latter. Two items were dropped due to cross loading among two or more factors (e.g., “knowledge of the law”), and six items were dropped due to poor loading (e.g., “balances interests of all parties, including judge’s own interests”). These items may have been too broad to be applied to the specific content of what makes a wise judge.

The analysis yielded four categories of judicial wisdom. We interpret the factors broadly as consistent with previous findings described in the implicit-theories literature. Factor 4 reflects the cognitive, decision-making skill typically identified. Factor 3 is consistent with the reflective characteristic, and Factor 2 with the interpersonal or affective characteristic. We also identified Factor 1, a quality reflecting wisdom-related skills particular, if not unique, to judges. This may reflect the real-world problem-solving ability that some researchers have found, or, more interestingly, something over and above conventional perspectives of wisdom that reflects judicial wisdom specifically.

STUDY 2

Method

The goal of the second study was to confirm the structure

53. A factor analysis is a statistical strategy that finds relationships between observed variables. In this case, the observed variables are the characteristics of wise judges. Through correlations among the observed variables, the factor analysis determines commonalities among the items; those assessing the same construct will be grouped together. The formation of this group is called a factor or unobserved variable. In this paper, we discuss two kinds of factor analysis—exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis. An exploratory factor analysis does not require a priori hypotheses about how items would be grouped together or how many factors will be derived. As such, this is often the first step in determining how data are organized. The confirmatory factor analysis makes use of a priori hypotheses (either derived from a theoretical framework or a previous factor analysis). For our purposes, we used the factor structure obtained in Study 1B as the a priori hypotheses about the structure of the data in Study 2.

54. To determine the items that are grouped together in this analysis, one must examine the factor loading for each item, which indicates the strength of its association with the group as a whole. Factor loadings can be thought of as a correlation, and the conventional cutoff is .40. Therefore, those items that have a strong correlation (> .40) with the factor itself are kept with that factor, whereas ones with a weak correlation (<.40) are dropped from that factor. Reasons for low factor loadings can include items assessing a different construct from the factor or an item being worded poorly.

55. Some variables or items may load or be grouped together with multiple factors. This may be an indication of an item being too broad, encompassing multiple constructs. There are many ways of dealing with this both statistically and theoretically. For our purposes, we took a theoretical approach, analyzing each item separately to determine whether it was too broad to fit with the construct.
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of the wise-judge-characteristic scale and to establish the structure of the excellent-judge scale.

Participants
Participants were a group of 247 incoming first-year law students.

Materials
Wise Judge. Nineteen items were presented assessing characteristics of a wise judge (e.g., “A wise judge is a good listener.”). Items were rated on a Likert scale from 1 (not at all characteristic) to 7 (very much characteristic).

Excellent Judge. Items were taken from Study 1A, and three independent raters grouped the original 142 features into 38 categories. The most representative item in each category was then chosen, resulting in 38 items that were then rated on a Likert scale from 1 (not at all characteristic) to 7 (very much characteristic).

Results
A confirmatory factor analysis was performed on the retained 19 items to find support for the four-factor structure established in Study 1B. This specific data-analytic strategy was chosen to replicate the pattern of abstract concepts (e.g., intelligence, interpersonal skill) through sets of related concrete characteristics. The hypothesized model for the factors of judicial skill, people skill, open-mindedness to change, and intelligence were tested as latent factors. In line with previously established work on implicit theories of wisdom, multiple aspects of wisdom were found in this data. Because the same items were clustered together in Study 2 as in Study 1B, the four-factor model was found to be the most appropriate for understanding judicial wisdom.

Excellent Judge Exploratory Factor Analysis
Exploratory factor analysis was conducted on the data obtained for excellent judges. There were initially 38 features identified that resulted in five general categories of characteristics of an excellent judge. Seventeen items were dropped due to poor loading or cross-loading. The explanation for poor loading of these items could be that they were either confusing to understand (e.g., “involves clients when necessary”), too broad (e.g., “attends to detail”), or double-barreled (e.g., “respects precedents and the rule of law”). It is also possible that the dropped items did not encompass qualities or characteristics unique to excellent judges (e.g., “thoughtful,” “practical”). These 17 items were dropped from the analyses. The final result provided five general categories for characteristics of an excellent judge. A confirmatory factor analysis was performed on a random subset of the data and supported the five-factor solution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>FACTOR LOADINGS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A wise judge is honest.</td>
<td>0.680</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A wise judge is conscientious about following the law.</td>
<td>0.505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A wise judge is ethical.</td>
<td>0.718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A wise judge is diligent in studying evidence.</td>
<td>0.622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A wise judge is active in the community.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A wise judge is interested in the community.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A wise judge is caring.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A wise judge is spiritual.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A wise judge has political skill, in the sense of working well with people.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A wise judge is genuinely interested in people.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A wise judge is open-minded.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A wise judge is willing to admit mistakes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A wise judge is always prepared.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A wise judge has empathy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A wise judge is capable of making hard decisions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A wise judge is rational.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A wise judge knows how to think.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A wise judge has superb intelligence.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A wise judge is intuitive.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The table summarizes the characteristics of a wise judge in terms of how similar they are to each other within the groups. Each group is called a factor. In this data, we found that there were four broad categories of judicial wisdom: judicial skill (Factor 1), people skill (Factor 2), open-mindedness to change (Factor 3), and intelligence (Factor 4). The factor loading is a correlation between the item and the factor, with a conventional cutoff of .40. Any item that has a factor loading of .40 or higher is retained.

58. Poor loading refers to items that fail to reach the conventional .40 cutoff. This is an indication that the item does not fit with the rest of the items within the factor. Some items may not fit on any factors and are removed permanently from analyses.
DISCUSSION

This paper summarizes some of the first empirical work to address judicial wisdom, beginning with two studies trying to identify lay conceptions of what makes a wise judge. Consistent with past research, respondents seem to conceive of judicial wisdom as similar to the wisdom construct more generally but seem to include a quality particular to judges as well.

Our findings are useful in a number of contexts. First, they help lay groundwork for a sustained program of research into judicial wisdom. Second, they help us move toward developing an explicit theory of judicial wisdom, one that is better, and empirically, informed. The pattern of results obtained for characteristics of a wise judge replicate the theoretical approaches to studying wisdom. The studies presented here apply wisdom theories, both psychological and philosophical, to the specific context of judicial wisdom. The four factors identified through the data—judicial skill (Factor 1), people skill (Factor 2), open-mindedness to change (Factor 3), and intelligence (Factor 4)—not only reflect how others perceive what a wise judge is but also provide support for previously established theoretical models of wisdom. What is more, the characteristics of wise judges were generated by judges themselves, providing greater applicability and generalizability of the data.

Synthesizing both implicit and explicit theories helps us derive an idea of the ideal wise person.\textsuperscript{59} Once there is some broad consensus about this, we might be able to assess how close to such an ideal particular people come. If so, then perhaps it is not unreasonable to use such constructs as evaluation tools for prospective judges. Third, relatedly, developing robust implicit theories of judicial wisdom helps researchers understand what lay participants in the legal process expect of judges. Do they have a sense of judges as reflecting an archetypal wisdom, insightful and equitable and perhaps willing to bend the rules and administer the spirit of the law rather than the letter, or do they see the wise judge as bound by strictures of the rule of law, or perhaps something in between? Combining such findings with existing research into public perceptions of the judiciary may be of use. For instance, Bybee and others have documented that the public views the U.S. Supreme Court justices as political actors and believe that political factors influence court decisions more than they ought.\textsuperscript{60} One of several questions to connect these lines of findings is whether such perceptions correlate with a view of judges as “wise” or with a particular view of what judicial wisdom is. Connecting with the point above, another question might be to examine whether judges are seen as particularly

### EXCELLENT JUDGE, EXPLORATORY FACTOR ANALYSIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>FACTOR LOADINGS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>An excellent judge is articulate.</td>
<td>0.620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An excellent judge is knowledgeable.</td>
<td>0.530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An excellent judge is experienced.</td>
<td>0.437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An excellent judge has excellent writing skills.</td>
<td>0.574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An excellent judge is highly intelligent.</td>
<td>0.472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An excellent judge is fair to all parties.</td>
<td>0.404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An excellent judge is neutral and unbiased.</td>
<td>0.667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An excellent judge listens to all sides.</td>
<td>0.668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An excellent judge is humble.</td>
<td>0.445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An excellent judge is kind and caring.</td>
<td>0.869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An excellent judge is sympathetic and compassionate.</td>
<td>0.801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An excellent judge has a sense of humor.</td>
<td>0.476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An excellent judge is ethical.</td>
<td>0.704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An excellent judge has integrity.</td>
<td>0.766</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An excellent judge is honest.</td>
<td>0.414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An excellent judge is just.</td>
<td>0.507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An excellent judge treats all parties with respect.</td>
<td>0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An excellent judge has an ability to understand biases and prejudices.</td>
<td>0.435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An excellent judge exercises courtesy in judicial matters.</td>
<td>0.648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An excellent judge has the ability to make decisions.</td>
<td>0.436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An excellent judge is willing to learn and grow.</td>
<td>0.533</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This table summarizes the findings regarding characteristics of an excellent judge. Each characteristic is grouped with other similar characteristics forming five distinct factors: intelligence (Factor 1), fairness (Factor 2), compassion (Factor 3), ethics (Factor 4), and respect (Factor 5). Items assessing qualities of an excellent judge were analyzed separately from the wise-judge characteristics. The factor loading is a correlation between the item and the factor, with a conventional cutoff of .40. Any item that has a factor loading of .40 or higher is retained.
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wise when they act politically, or, perhaps, when they do not follow the law strictly, or when they do uphold precedent despite what might be seen as an “unjust” outcome.

Judicial excellence was a secondary focus of this paper, in which we establish an initial model of how people think about characteristics of excellent judges. Through examining judicial wisdom and judicial excellence separately, we find that there are different characteristics highlighted in each, with some overlapping attributes. For example, interpersonal skill seems to be important for both excellence and wisdom. However, according to this data, to be considered an excellent judge, it is expected that one is additionally ethical and respectful, even more so than a wise judge.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

As noted above, our work begins a research program with the ultimate, broader goal of pulling together threads of psychological research and philosophical and legal discussions of judicial wisdom. With the empirical groundwork laid for assessing both judicial wisdom and judicial excellence, future research should refine the connection between these two important qualities of judges. We have raised a number of questions to be developed as the research progresses, some to be addressed empirically, and others that will integrate those empirical findings with our own (and previous) theoretical work.